Bachelor of Arts (BA)  
Non-Teaching  
Degree Code 581A

I. CORE CURRICULUM  
(2 sh of PE Activity/Wellness and 3 sh humanities are met through major)  
DAN 3430 required for the major will count as a fine arts course in Humanities for Core Curriculum  
DAN 3450 (W/MC/CD) Histories of Knowledges  
2 sh from DAN 1400, 1410, 1420, 2400, 2410, 2420, 3480, or 3580 will count as Physical Activity/Wellness in the Core Curriculum.

II. FOREIGN LANGUAGE  
(Completion of 6 sh at the *intermediate level or *higher)  
*1040_____(MC) & *1050_____(MC) or *1060_____(MC); or *higher  
Note: Foreign Language 1010_____ & 1020_____or 1030 ____are prerequisites for the intermediate level courses.

III. MAJOR REQUIREMENTS  
Note: *An overall GPA o 2.0 is required in the major  
18 sh must be done at Appalachian

Required Courses:  
DAN 2106______(0-1) Performance Activity: Dance  
DAN 2107_______(0-1) Production Activity: Dance  
DAN 3420_______(3) Dance Composition and Improvisation  
DAN 3430_______(3) (W/MC) Dance History (counts as a Humanities in Core Curriculum)  
DAN 3450_______(3) Dance Pedagogy  
DAN 4420_______(0-2) Choreography  
DAN 4460_______(3) Somatics  
DAN 4830_______(3) (S/W) Collaborative Process (C minimum)  
DAN 4840_______(3) Capstone  
IDS 3000_______(3) (W/MC/CD) Histories of Knowledges  
THR 2214_______(3) Technical Theatre Basics  

* 10 Semester hours from the following (6 sh must be at the 2000-3000 level)  
DAN 1400_______(2) Modern Dance I  
DAN 1410_______(2) Beginning Ballet I  
DAN 1420_______(2) Jazz I  
DAN 2400_______(2) Modern Dance II  
DAN 2410_______(2) Ballet II  
DAN 2420_______(2) Jazz II  
DAN 3400_______(1) Advanced Dance Technique  
DAN 3405_______(2) Modern Dance III  
DAN 3480_______(2) Pilates Conditioning I  
DAN 3580_______(2) Gyrokinesis  

BA RULE – DO NOT EXCEED 46 SH OF DANCE COURSES  
*(Except for DAN 3400 and 3405, 2 sh of the above courses will satisfy the PE Activity/Wellness requirement in Core Curriculum)

Electives in Theatre & Dance (2 - 6 sh to total 40 sh in the major)

IV. MINOR REQUIRED (with approval of advisor)  
9 sh of a minor must be completed at Appalachian  
Each minor differs in number of hours & requirements (see catalog)

V. FREE ELECTIVES (to total a minimum of 122 sh)  
2 sh of free electives outside the major discipline are required